
Be Able To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _____________________________ of him myself.1.
(present perfect/not/hear)

have not been able to hear

Secondly, they ___________________________.2. (must/contract)must be able to contract

___________________________________ out naturally if she wanted to,
to talk to him frankly, to get his help to cure herself of what was so ridiculous
by laughing at it with him?

3.

(why/she/should/not/cry/?)

Why shouldn't she be able to cry

_____________________________ me to his bidding?4.
(he/would/subdue/?)

Would he be able to subdue

Bill's brother had now so far recovered from his feigned illness, that he
___________________ along with the boy slaves.
5.

(past simple/walk)was able to walk

He ____________________________ for a minute.6. (might/get over)might be able to get over

She ___________________ a smiling front in answer to all who tried to
testify their interest by mournful looks or melancholy speeches.
7.

(past simple/show)

was able to show

He _______________________________ her.8. (past perfect/not/deceive)had not been able to deceive

I doubt not that some day we _________________________ it.9.
(shall/break)

shall be able to break

But they shall be so watched that they
_____________________________ the thing over.
10.

(shall/not/throw)shall not be able to throw

Nature, which, left to itself, is a little ragged, not to say monotonous and
tiresome, is discovered to be a valuable ally for aid in passing the time when
art __________________ portions of it exclusive.

11.

(present simple/make)is able to make

Presently the child ______________________________ the doorway.12.
(past simple/crawl/and/cross)

was able to crawl and cross
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If you ___________________________________ here, you will not be
able to live and succeed in the world outside.
13.

(present simple/live/and/not/succeed)

are not able to live and succeed

We __________________________ from close up.14. (must/observe)must be able to observe

On the basis of this illustration, we __________________ the manner in
which a refinement of the conception of position has been developed.
15.

(present simple/see)

are able to see

Not that they were disposed to carry these powers into execution, with
such as would meet them in fair and equal arrangements of commerce; but
that they ______________________ it against those who should not.

16.

(might/do)
might be able to do

Also I think you ______________________ the boy, for your head seems
to contain some thoughts I did not expect to find in it.
17.

(may/help)
may be able to help

I _____________________________ the worst.18. (may/not/prevent)may not be able to prevent

By six in the evening, when Somerset went forth to dine, he
___________________ back upon the mansion with a sense of pride and
property.

19.

(past simple/look)
was able to look

___________________________________ you that you retired from the
public service years ago?
20.

(when/I/shall/persuade/?)
When shall I be able to persuade
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